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Bell - one-piece 4  lightweight Hand Hammered 
Yellow Brass 

Bore - .453  .460  .462
Valves - Monel with brass guides. note:  Monel 
was developed by Ambrose Monel as an alloy of 
nickel/copper in a 66/29 ratio with traces of 
Cobalt, Manganese, Iron, Silicon, Carbon and 
Aluminium.

1st and 3rd slides tuning compensation in the 
"Traditional" style; giving full length female 
tubing for greater control and more secure 
slotting. 
The modern reversed slides shorten the female 
tubes dissipating core sound and thinning the 
tone. The original long tube slides are greatly 
superior!

Saturn Water Key-Tuning  slide
Nickel Silver Outer Tuning tubes. 

Solista valve caps are authentic Original Benge 
caps preserved from a private collection for over 
50 years. No other instruments offer these 50 + 
year old  vintage caps.

Solista means “soloist” / freedom of 
expression, flexibility, finesse, intimacy 
and projection. 

Solista will give you the freedom to 
blend or lead a section. Give you a wide 
variety of feels and overtones. 

Solista is a hand made custom trumpet. 

Contact gRawlin Trumpets  
 *Free In Home three day demo of the 
Solista. 

*Your only cost is shipping!
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T H E  SO L I S T A  S T O RY

Buying a Trumpet can be a daunting task. You look for 

the horn that gives you the sound, the feel, the 

flexibility you need to excel..

Solista Trumpets are all lightweight instruments 

suitable for “all-round” performance. Designed by 

gRawlin to give a pure, bright, clean, controllable 

tone.  As at home on the Marching Field as in the 

Recital Hall you can be confident that Solista will 

answer the call.

When you fill out the questionairre you can be 

assured that your instrument will be custom made 

for you alone. Solista is not a “cookie-cutter” 

assembly line horn!

You have a 2 week break-in period to decide what if 

any adjustments need to be added to your Solista. 

Your only cost is shipping. 

Bore size is critical! 

The .453 is a warm flexible trumpet. The.460 is a big 

blow with more presence and power. The .462 is for 

the mature player desiring a big “Hollywood” sound 

in the studio or concert hall.

George Rawlin designed the Solista to meet the growing need for mid-priced Light-Weight 
Custom Professional Trumpets. By eliminating overhead, expensive world-wide distribution, and 
expensive marketing, gRawlin presents custom trumpets with world class performance at a very 
low price point. 
                                                 Contact gRawlin.com for your Purchase Questionairre Today!  

Heavy Receiver - The heavy elongated receiver maximizes 
transfer of energy through the leadpipe. 

Stabilizes the lips for efficient vibration and helps to prevent lips 
from rolling in or out of position when playing at extremes of 
range or volume. 

Your softs are present and clear. Your louds are centered and 
projecting. Receiver “swa!ows” more 

Mouthpiece receiver.
Added length and Morse Tapered
Thickness plus add’l weight

Pressure Point Technology - Critical junctions and other 
points of possible nodal disintegration are secured by PPT.  This 
process is proprietary to Solista and all gRawlin Trumpets.

Suffice to say that solder has issues of integrity and uniformity. 
PPT solves these issues, and with hands on adjustments, your 
Solista will play consistently as you need it to play. 

We listen, adjust, and test each custom instrument to conform 
with your desires.

5 of the 26 targeted pressure 
Points.

Ensuring even response and 
leveled continuity of waveform.

Simplicity and Integrity -  Extending the first and third 
slides to equal tube lengths allows our PPT adjustment to 
eliminate uneven blow between valves. All 3 respond with same 
feel, tonal color, and clarity. 

Third ring is adjustable for hand positions AND for fine tuning 
the response and projection of the instrument. Each venues 
acoustics “feel” differently to players. With the adjustable ring 
you can compensate for these differences immediately. 

  Third valve ring adjustable for
Your ring or pinky finger

Saturn Keys - simple clean 360° 
pressure push water relief.

gRawlin instruments are the  perfect extension of 
your musical personality !
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